ha ha ha.. anor koth a bad diak.....

On Fri, Jun 13, 2014 at 5:33 AM, Abhi Barthakur <abhi@barthakur.com> wrote:
manuhe koise je , moi bahut hajar toka di headline ot news ulisu ? moi tumak kiba poisa disu neki ?

> o u r most wl cum.. and God bless u... valkoi kotha patim. muru khub val
> lagise. ru bahut phn paisu...
>
> On Mon, Jun 2, 2014 at 2:23 AM, Abhi Barthakur <abhi@barthakur.com> wrote:
> >> Dear Sarma,
> >>
> >> That was a pleasant surprise ! Thanks for writing such kind words. God
> >> bless
> >> you, but I really do NOT deserve a Sunday Headline on a major newspaper
> >> like
> >> asomiya pratidin. I would think may be a 2nd or 3rd page article, but
> >> who
> >> am I to judge, its up to the Editor or the riaz.
> >>
> >> Also, I am not sure if I can AT ALL be the compared with my "Ajo Mama
> >> Koka" - Lakshminath Bezbaruah, but it sure raise some eyebrows !
> >>
> >> Anyway, myself and my wife are truly humbled reading the news item, and I
> >> am
> >> going to print a copy and keep it at our office.
> >>
> >>
> >> Thank you again and god bless you, your family and the whole team at
> >> Asomiya
> >> Pratidin.